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On July 6, the April 19 Movement (M-19) proposed that representatives of Colombian political
parties meet with them in a round table discussion to exchange ideas on the country's "present
situation," toward obtaining the release of Alvaro Gomez Hurtado, kidnapped by the guerrillas on
May 29 in Bogota. Gomez Hurtado is a former presidential candidate of the Conservative Party,
and director of the daily newspaper El Siglo. A communique signed by Antonio Navarro Wolf,
M-19's second in command, and delivered to two foreign journalists for publication, states that
the only topic the rebels will discuss is peace and reconciliation. The guerrillas, he said, are willing
to dialogue with the Colombian government and the country's representative political forces,
if the latter assume a coherent position and demonstrate a disposition toward peace. The two
correspondents including Ana de Paulis of Notimex met with Wolf and Colombian Conservative
Party Senator Alvaro Ley Duran. The senator has participated in negotiations with M-19 toward
the release of Gomez Hurtado in Mexico, Costa Rica and Panama. The letter, dated July 5, Panama
City, said that Colombian Interior Minister Cesar Gaviria told M-19 that the government would
accept intermediaries in negotiations for Gomez's release. Gaviria's position, according to M-19,
has constantly changed, and is thus confusing. According to Wolf, "The government appears to be
a blind man batting its cane about, while war continues in the country, demonstrated by the recent
massacres in Meta and Boyaca. "To the political parties that yesterday declared their willingness to
dialogue with the guerrillas, to you we say that we positively value your statement and invite you to
discuss in a round table the present situation to obtain the quick release of Dr. Gomez Hurtado, as
the result of a serious and genuine commitment to peace..." (Basic data from AP, 07/06/88)
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